This is the 12h year Newell High School students have
had laptops 24/7.
Sometimes when we get used to having something
available, we don’t really appreciate it. You don’t
remember what it was like to have to wait for a lab to
open to use a computer., whether typing an
assignment or searching the Internet. We need to
appreciate the opportunity to have a designated laptop
all the time!

Newell School Goals






Students will be better prepared for college and the
world of work by increasing their use of 21st Century
Skills such as writing, problem solving, critical and
creative thinking, communication, self-direction,
technology literacy and team building.
All students will have equitable access to computers to
improve student learning both during the school day
and after school hours.
Teachers will integrate appropriate technology into their
curriculum, instructional strategies, and learning
environment in order to maximize student learning.

Taking Care of Your Tablet
 Do not put stickers and labels or write on your tablet







chassis (case)
Keep food and drink away from your tablet
Never carry tablet with the screen open unless your
teacher has told you. Never lift the tablet by the
screen!!!!!!!!!!
Keep sound muted at all times, unless teacher has
allowed it.
Allow ventilation around laptop for cooling. Don’t let
papers or cloth get against air outlet underneath or on
the left side.

Taking Care of Your Tablet
 Keep weight OFF the screen (do not pile books on top,

in your book bag, or lean on the screen or tablet when
it is closed)
 The desktop background is to stay on the tablet

desktop. Do NOT change it.

Taking Care of Your Tablet
 Practice: coaches will let you know where they want

you to store them.
 Bus trips: Options may include leaving them on the
locked bus or having someone in charge of watching
them. Again, it is up to each coach.

Taking Care of Your Tablet
 Tablets are to be carried in a backpack that has a
padded compartment or in a sleeve provided by

the school.
 If you know you will need your tablet in your next
class, you may hibernate the tablet. Take it out
immediately at the next class. Remember,
hibernation uses the battery anc creates heat so it
decreases its charge.
 Also remember that hibernation sometimes causes
file synchronization problems.

Taking Care of Your Tablet
 When shutting the computer down, please wait until

all lights are out before closing the lid!! The power
light is the last to go out.
 If you close the lid before all the lights are out,

eventually the hard drive may become corrupt and
have to be re-imaged.

Taking Care of Your Tablet
 Remember a shut down allows for your files to

synchronize automatically. Tablets need to be SHUT
DOWN before going home. Problems with files can
occur if tablet is not shut down.
 Also shut down at home BEFORE coming to school.
 Shutting down your computer fixes lots of problems.

Taking Care of Your Tablet
 Tablets like to be where you are (where it’s not too hot

and not too cold!)
 Never leave your computer in the car when it is hot or

cold.
 The computer needs to be at room temperature before
starting!

 It’s your responsibility! (It needs to be under your

watchful eye all the time!)

Taking Care of your A/C Adapter
 If you wrap the cords, please watch that the cord
does not get a sharp bend in it where it comes out

of the charger “brick.”
 If this happens over an extended time, the wires or
the outer wrap break and you could have a short.

Care of Pen (Stylus)
 All pens have a string attached. Be careful that this
string does not catch on something and pull your

computer off on the floor!!!!
 One neat trick is to place the string on top of the
keyboard before closing the lid. This keeps string
from getting tangled or caught.
 Always store the pen in the storage location in the
computer
 Do NOT hit pen on the edge of the desk or
anywhere if it stops working!!!!! Please bring it to
the tech office if it does not work.

Screen Care
 Glass may be cleaned with something like Clorox Wet

Wipes and dried with a soft cloth. Water, glass cleaner or
eye glass cleaner may be sprayed on a soft cloth, then used
to wipe the screen. Do NOT put spray directly on the
screen

 Avoid prolonged exposure to direct sunlight
 Use only your Tablet PC’s pen on the Tablet PC surface or

your fingers.

 Place nothing heavier than your hand on the screen

Battery Care
 Every time you plug your computer in, it takes away a

charge.
 Plugging your computer in frequently without fully
charging it shortens the battery life.. .
 Try to have your battery fully charged to start the day.

TASKBAR, LOWER RIGHT
 BATTERY: hover over this icon to see how much

battery time is left. Only plug in the power adapter if
it is 20% or below. CHECK BATTERY LEVEL BEFORE
PLUGGING IT IN.

 New computer batteries are lasting a long

time.
 When you do plug it in, try to let the battery charge

fully before plugging in again.
 The charging light on front left is red when charging
and goes off when done.

Hibernation/Standby Mode
 When you have not used your computer for several
minutes or if you close the LCD panel without

turning off the computer, it may enter a powersaving mode. Remember hibernation and standby
are still using battery power.
 Tap any key first. Second, shut lid and open. If
still asleep, push power button quickly to the right
to “wake” it up (power indicator flashes)
 As last resort, push power button, hold to shut
down. Then push power button to start again.

INSTALLING UPDATES
 If there are new windows updates, a message appears when

you turn the computer on or it may tell you there are
updates when you shut down.
 The computer will take longer to shut down so please allow

time before shutting the lid. It may also take a little longer
to start the next time you turn it on.
 It is important to allow the updates to install. If you turn

your computer off, instead of just closing the lid, regularly,
you will see the notice. Usually updates occur on
Wednesday when the computer is on the network.

Passwords
 Your password should be complex, meaning it should






have at least three of the following:
Capital letters
Lowercase letters
Numbers
Special characters

 Your password should not be something that can be

guessed.
 Never share your password with anyone.

SYNCHRONIZING YOUR FILES
 Lower right taskbar, click on the little arrow and

choose yellow circle with green arrows. (Sync Center).
 Click on “Sync All” to manually synchronize your
folders.
 You can go here any time you want to check if your
files synchronized or to synchronize manually.
 Your files are synchronized off and on throughout the
day automatically. It is always good to “shut down”
also to sync files.

FILE SYNCHRONIZATION
 Only the Documents Library will synchronize to
your folder on the server (Digger)
 You should SHUT DOWN at the end of each day
so the folder synchronize. (If tablet hibernates or

is in standby it may not be fully synchronized and
you may not have your latest files when you go
home)

Documents/Server Folder
 If you get a message when synchronizing that there are

two copies, you will get an error message. Save one of
them with a different name. Later you can compare the
files and determine which one is the correct one.
 Please keep your folder cleaned out of any files no
longer needed.
 Remember to EMPTY YOUR RECYCLE BIN every time
you delete files. If you don’t, they are still counted in
the quota on your folder size.

Documents/Server Folder
 When you save files while you are away from school,

they will go in the Documents Library.
 The next time you log in at school, the folder will

synchronize any changes with the server.
 NEVER log into someone else’s computer—your files

will download to their computer!

Folders in Documents Library
 Do NOT move any of the default folders that show in

your Documents Library.
 If you want your class folders to show at the top of the
list, name them something like A_English,
A_Computers, etc.
 MAKE FOLDERS BY CLASSES AND KEEP YOUR
ASSIGNMENTS SORTED!

USB FLASHDRIVES
 It is recommended that you save your files to the

documents library if it is school related and a class
assignment.
 USB FLASHDRIVES CAN GET LOST, CAN QUIT
WORKING and THE END CAN GET BENT.
 The documents library is backed up on the server so it
may be recovered.

Backups
 The server makes shadow copies of your documents

library at 7 a.m. and noon.
 If you accidentally delete a file at 8 a.m., Mrs. A.
Brunner can recover the 7 a.m. file.
 If you make a file at 8 a.m. and accidentally delete it at
9 a.m., it cannot be recovered if you have emptied your
recycle bin.
 REMEMBER THAT A FILE HAS TO BE SAVED IN
ORDER TO BE RECOVERED. If a project is
minimized and has never been saved, there is not
chance of recovery.

State Email
 You have been issued a state email account
 It is for educational uses. Businesses do not allow

workers to use their email for junk emails. If 5000
students each sent one junk email a day, that would be
25,000 extra emails in a week or 100,000 in a month.
Sending excessive emails costs the state money.
 Check your email regularly.

When your tablet needs repair
 Please bring your tablet to the technology office, Room 17.
 Fill out a service request with a description of the problem.
 If the problem can be fixed quickly at school, it will be

returned to you as soon as possible.
 If the tablet cannot be fixed at NHS, it will be repaired by a
Fujitsu technician.
 You will be issued a loaner if one is available.
 You are responsible for the loaner and need to care for it
just like the one that is checked out to you.

Firewall/Filter
 All state schools have the same firewall. However our

school has purchased a different filter called
Lightspeed.
 If you are blocked by a site and it is for educational
purposes, please let Mrs. A Brunner know the website.
 Lightspeed also filters when the laptop is not at school
but settings will be more lenient.

ACCEPTABLE NETWORK AND INTERNET USE
 Required by Children’s Internet Protection Act and

State of SD statutes to have a filter to protect students
from accessing inappropriate materials online using
school-owned computers.
 This District’s Acceptable Network and Internet Use
Policy ( “AUP”) is intended to set forth the specific
obligations and responsibilities of all users.

ACCEPTABLE NETWORK AND INTERNET USE
 Internet Safety--be safe online.

 Do not share personal information.
 Network Etiquette—be polite and use appropriate

language
 Prohibited Use--The District reserves the absolute
right to define prohibited use of the Network, adopt
rules and regulations applicable to Network use,
determine whether an activity constitutes a prohibited
use of the Network, and determine the consequence of
such inappropriate use.

ACCEPTABLE NETWORK AND INTERNET USE
 Refer to your handout for more details. This form is

also posted on the school website.
 The student’s parent or guardian is responsible for

monitoring the minor’s off-premise use of the Network
and ensuring such use complies with this AUP.

Fujitsu Warranty
 A four-year warranty has been purchased with your

tablet and covers defects in materials and
workmanship due to NORMAL use, mechanical
breakdown or faulty construction.
 Warranty does NOT cover damage caused by misuse,
abuse, accidents or computer viruses.

Fujitsu Accidental Protection
 A four-year accidental protection has been purchased.

This covers things like liquid spills, accidental drops,
power surges and natural disasters.
 Does NOT cover theft, fire, loss, misuse, intentional or

FREQUENT damage or cosmetic damage.

Intentional Damage
 Students/Parents are responsible for full payment of

intentional damage to tablets.
 Warranty, accidental protection or school district

protection DOES NOT COVER intentional damage.

Tablet Repair
 You may be charged for repairs to your tablet if it is not

covered by warranty or accidental protection.
 Accidental damage or excessive repairs may be referred

to Ms. Nehl or Ms. Dutt for a fine.

Battery Warranty
 Battery warranty covers if it quits charging.
 Battery warranty is three years.

 Battery warranty does NOT cover physical damage.

RECEIVING YOUR TABLET
 At least one parent/guardian and every student in

grade 9 and all new students need to attend the laptop
meeting.
 The computer agreement in the back of the laptop
handbook needs to be signed by both parent and
student.
 An acceptable use policy also needs to be signed by
both.
 Tablets are collected at the end of each school year.

Laptop Insurance Protection
• Option 1: tablet protection in the event of theft, loss, or
accidental damage by fire. The annual cost is $25 per
student or $50 per family and is non-refundable. This
protection coverage has a $200 additional charge for each
claim.
• Option 2: coverage under your homeowner’s insurance policy.
In case of theft, loss or damage by fire, the amount received
from your insurance company plus any additional amount
needed to cover the tablet replacement, not to exceed $1220
+ shipping would be paid to the school. A copy from your
insurance company showing coverage should be given to the
school within 10 business days of receiving the tablet.

Appreciate your computer!
 Appreciate the opportunity to have your own computer

24/7.
 Students in other schools would LOVE to have these
computers.
 TAKE CARE OF YOUR TABLET!!!!

Distributing Laptops
1. Tablet computer agreement: decide on laptop protection,
both parent/guardian and student sign and date. Need one
for every student!
2. If using the school laptop protection plan, have check or
cash of $25 per student or $50 per family
3. Acceptable Use agreement: student and parent both sign.
4. Backpack--if you have a padded section you do not need a
sleeve. (If not, a padded computer sleeve will be checked out
to you.)
 Student will bring all to the table for processing.
 Students need to log on here at school before they can log
on at home.

